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Introducing our e-newsletters

We are thrilled to introduce the brand-new ACPS Monthly E-Newsletter, your

go-to source for all things beauty, inspiration, and exclusive offers! As a valued

member of our ACPS family, we want to ensure you're always in the know about

the latest happenings, exciting events, and special promotions at our practice. 

Each month, our newsletter will bring you a curated selection of upcoming

events, medspa specials, feature procedures, heartwarming client success

stories, and captivating team spotlights. It's our way of keeping you connected

and informed, while providing you with a sneak peek into the incredible

transformations happening at ACPS. Be prepared to be inspired, uplifted, and

amazed as we share the stories and experiences that make ACPS truly

exceptional. Get ready to embark on a beauty journey like no other with our

ACPS Monthly E-Newsletter. Stay tuned for the upcoming edition, arriving at

the beginning of each month!
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Four ACPS Doctors
won Best Plastic
Surgeons of 2023
We are thrilled to announce that four of our esteemed

doctors at ACPS, namely Dr. Mentz, Dr. Patronella, Dr.

Morales, and Dr. Rodriguez, have been honored with

Newsweek's prestigious 2023 Best Plastic Surgeon

Awards. 

This recognition reflects their unparalleled expertise,

commitment to excellence, and outstanding

contributions to the field of plastic surgery. With their

exceptional skills and compassionate approach, they have

transformed the lives of countless patients, helping them

achieve their aesthetic goals and enhancing their self-

confidence. We are immensely proud of their

achievements and grateful to have such esteemed

surgeons as part of our ACPS family. Congratulations to

our talented doctors for this well-deserved recognition!



Celebrating Excellence:
ACPS Doctors Earn Top
Doctor Awards for 2023
We are delighted to share the exciting news that all seven

of our esteemed doctors at ACPS have been recognized

as top doctors in their respective fields. Living Magazine

has awarded them the prestigious Top Doctors honor for

the Memorial Area, while Castle Connolly has bestowed

upon them the esteemed Top Doctors Award for 2023. 

This remarkable achievement speaks volumes about the

expertise, dedication, and unwavering commitment our

doctors bring to their practice. Their exceptional skills,

combined with their passion for delivering exceptional

patient care, have made them leaders in the field of

plastic surgery. We extend our heartfelt congratulations

to our exceptional doctors for these well-deserved

accolades. Their dedication to providing the highest

standard of care sets them apart and reinforces our

commitment to excellence at ACPS.

Exceeding Expectations with
5-Star Google Reviews!
At ACPS, our commitment to excellence is the driving

force behind our consistently outstanding 5-star reviews.

With our exceptional team of seven highly skilled and

experienced doctors, we strive to provide the highest

level of care and deliver exceptional results for each and

every one of our patients. Our dedicated Medspa staff is

equally passionate about exceeding expectations,

ensuring that every client receives personalized

attention and feels confident and cared for throughout

their journey.

We value the feedback of our clients, and their reviews

mean the world to us. If you've had a positive experience

with ACPS, we kindly encourage you to leave us a review

and share your story. Your review not only helps us in our

mission to continuously improve, but it also serves as a

valuable resource for those considering their own

transformation journey. Your words can inspire others to

take that important step towards enhancing their

confidence and achieving their aesthetic goals.



Dr. Narges Horriat, the ACPS Fellow for 2023-

2024, brings a wealth of experience and

expertise to our team. Having completed an

integrated plastic surgery program at the

University of Mississippi, Dr. Horriat embodies

the values that have made ACPS a leading

aesthetic plastic surgery group. 

With a focus on excellence, innovation, and

advancing the field through ongoing research,

Dr. Horriat is passionate about helping

individuals become their best selves. She is eager

to meet you, understand your goals and needs,

and work together to achieve a personalized and

beautiful result.

Welcome our new
Fellows! 

Dr. Narges Horriat  Dr. Mihail Climov

Dr. Mihail Climov, the ACPS Fellow for 2023-

2024, is a highly skilled plastic surgeon who

completed a rigorous six-year residency program

at West Virginia University. Seeking to further

refine his expertise, he chose to pursue an

additional year of specialized training through

the ACPS Fellowship Program. 

Under the guidance and mentorship of ACPS's

esteemed surgeons, Dr. Climov hones his skills

and knowledge in various plastic surgery

procedures and cosmetic injectable treatments.

He is dedicated to helping patients become the

best version of themselves, finding immense joy

in his profession. Dr. Climov eagerly awaits the

opportunity to meet you, understand your

unique goals and needs, and collaborate on

achieving a beautiful outcome tailored to you.



Microdermabrasion

Don't Miss Out On These Specials at ACPS MedSpa
Discover the rejuvenating power of our July medspa specials at ACPS! Experience the confidence-boosting

benefits of miraDry, a non-invasive treatment to address excessive underarm sweating. Revive your skin's

radiance with a refreshing microdermabrasion session. Enhance your natural beauty with our expert lip

filler treatments. Plus, don't miss out on our limited-time sale on ReVitaLash products. Pamper yourself this

summer and indulge in these exclusive offers at ACPS Medspa. Book your appointment today!

JULYS P EC I A L S

miraDry Lip Filler

Say goodbye to excessive

sweating with miraDry at

ACPS! This non-invasive

treatment offers long-lasting

results, eliminating

embarrassing sweat stains

and restoring your

confidence. Experience the

life-changing benefits of

miraDry and schedule your

consultation today!

Transform your skin with the

power of microdermabrasion

treatments at ACPS! This

innovative procedure helps

address a range of skin

concerns, including acne

scars, fine lines, and uneven

texture. Unlock a smoother,

more youthful complexion

and reveal your inner glow.

Schedule your micropen

consultation today!

Enhance your natural beauty

with lip filler at ACPS!

Achieve fuller, plumper lips

and boost your confidence

with this quick and effective

treatment. Say goodbye to

thin lips and hello to a

perfect pout. Don't miss out,

schedule your lip filler

consultation today!



Staff Spotlight
In this month's "Staff Spotlight," we celebrate the outstanding individuals who have been nominated for

their exceptional dedication and hard work. These remarkable team members consistently go above and

beyond, embodying our commitment to providing the highest quality care and exceptional patient

experiences. Join us in recognizing their invaluable contributions to ACPS. Stay tuned to learn more about

their inspiring stories and how they contribute to making a positive impact every day.

She is the most tenured member of the Call Center; 8 years as a

Patient Educator! AnneMarie is always sweet and patient with

everyone on the phone. Her great sense of humor makes everyone

laugh and entertained. She goes out of her way to accommodate

patients and make them feel welcome.

Holly has worked very hard since she started with ACPS two years

ago (April 2021) to build an exceptional Call Center team. 

She recently was instrumental in constructing the new Call Center

with a learning center for her team. Holly makes time each month to

provide fun activities for her staff in an effort to keep them

motivated and engaged. She has truly been an asset to ACPS. 

Johana is featured in our Staff Spotlight for her exceptional

leadership and initiative. When presented with challenges, she

fearlessly took charge and rose to the occasion, showcasing her

determination and resourcefulness. Johana seized the opportunity

to take on new responsibilities and turned them into meaningful

achievements, demonstrating her commitment to personal and

professional growth. Her dedication and proactive approach have

made her an invaluable asset to our team.

Meet AnneMarie

Meet Holly

Meet Johana



Staff Spotlight
In this month's "Staff Spotlight," we celebrate the outstanding individuals who have been nominated for

their exceptional dedication and hard work. These remarkable team members consistently go above and

beyond, embodying our commitment to providing the highest quality care and exceptional patient

experiences. Join us in recognizing their invaluable contributions to ACPS. Stay tuned to learn more about

their inspiring stories and how they contribute to making a positive impact every day.

Gabby has been with us for 1 year and 7 months. She is a great Medical

assistant, she picked up very quickly. Gabby has great bedside manners

with patients, is knowledgeable, empathetic, and soft-spoken. She

always has a smile and even when she is a little stressed or not feeling

100%, she is graceful! Gabby always gives ACPS 100%!

 Maria has been with the ACPS for 3 years 8 months in various roles.

At the end of 2022 Maira was promoted to Med Spa supervisor and

shortly thereafter was tasked with covering the director role until a

replacement was found. Maria demonstrates the true spirit of what

it means to be a team player and always is available to lend a hand.

Meet Gabby

Meet Maria

-Margaret Thatcher

https://www.brainyquote.com/authors/margaret-thatcher-quotes


Something Exciting is
Coming...

Exciting news, everyone! We're thrilled to announce that our website is getting a much-needed

"face lift" to enhance your browsing experience. Our team has been working tirelessly behind the

scenes to create a fresh and dynamic online platform that reflects the quality and innovation you

can expect from ACPS. With improved navigation, user-friendly features, and updated content,

our new website will make it even easier for you to explore our comprehensive range of services,

learn about our talented doctors, and access valuable resources. Stay tuned for the big reveal and

get ready to embark on a seamless and captivating online journey with ACPS!



Catch Dr. Hustak at the 2024
Aesthetic Cruise

We are incredibly proud to announce that Dr. Hustak, one of our esteemed plastic surgeons, has

been selected as the Vice Chair for the highly prestigious 2024 Aesthetic Cruise. This remarkable

honor is a testament to her exceptional expertise, unwavering dedication, and outstanding

contributions to the field of aesthetic surgery. As Vice Chair, Dr. Hustak will play a pivotal role in

curating an unparalleled educational experience for attendees, showcasing her unparalleled

knowledge and innovative approach. We are thrilled to have such a distinguished leader among

our team and are confident that Dr. Hustak will continue to make remarkable strides in advancing

the art and science of plastic surgery. Congratulations, Dr. Hustak!
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